
 

 

Press Release 

 

MACBA 2023, what happens to the Museum 

►Elvira Dyangani Ose addresses the Poetic Intention of the MACBA Collection in 

a new presentation that mostly features works acquired in recent years that 

relate to existing works in the Museum’s holdings, with the aim of configuring a 

new narrative encompassing absences and enabling other discourses to emerge 

as common spaces and possible scenarios.  

►From 14 to 18 December, we will have five days of Open Doors so the public 

can enjoy the exhibition with its 88 artists’ books and 127 works by almost one 

hundred creators. Meanwhile, in the square outside, the ground floor of 

MACBA’s Study Centre will become a space for encounter and enjoyment, a 

place where people of all ages can read, learn, play and relax.  

►Solo exhibitions dedicated to the work of Bouchra Khalili, Nancy Holt, Laura 

Lima and Daniel Steegmann; projects by Lydia Ourahmane and Denise Ferreira 

da Silva and Arjuna Neuman; and the small exhibition Revista Visual number 

among the most important events of MACBA’s 2023 season.  

►The year will close with Creación Colectiva (Collective Creation), the first 

showing of an ongoing research project that recovers collective experiences 

working on the production of the common. Embedded in the new 

transversality that articulates all the Museum’s proposals and focusing on 

processes of agency and co-responsibility, the project reflects on the types of 

collectivity and activism that have generated, historically and in the present, 

the aesthetic, political, cultural and social forms that have ultimately created 

the institution.   

►MACBA will open a Mobile Garden, a space where new relationships can 

emerge in the immediate surroundings. A free meeting point in the Convent 

dels Àngels for the people of the Raval to interact and bring about change. The 



initiative is based on the methodology of civilian participation of Recetas 

Urbanas, a studio of architecture directed for the last two decades by Santiago 

Cirugeda and Alice Attout.   

►MACBA’s Independent Study Programme (PEI), directed by Elvira Dyangani 

Ose, Kader Attia and Max Jorge Hinderer Cruz will this year be titled Where Are 

the Oases? This new edition will focus on decolonial practices and aspire to 

become a decentralised network and a tool for sharing knowledge. The 

programme will be run in collaboration with the Akademie der Künste der Welt 

in Cologne, and La Colonie in Paris. 

https://www.macba.cat/ca/sobre-macba/premsa/roda-premsa-colleccio-preludi-programa-2023 

 

 

 

Barcelona, Tuesday 13 December 2022 

 

‘Exhibitions do not happen in museums, they happen to museums’, says Elvira 

Dyangani Ose, Director of MACBA and co-curator of MACBA Collection: Prelude. 

Poetic Intention, together with Antònia Maria Perelló, Claudia Segura and 

Patricia Sorroche. This new approach to the Collection mostly features works 

acquired in recent years and looks to create new relationships with existing 

works from the Museum’s holdings, but also with works on loan by artists inside 

and outside the Collection. The exhibition includes 88 artists’ books and 127 

works by almost one hundred creators, in a presentation where the selected 

works and the way they relate to each other are the key elements. 

Could we create a museum where the artworks and the way they reflect the 

world are at the centre of everything? Could museography be considered a 

kind of aphasia? Is it possible to deconstruct the dramaturgy of the museum, 

that which tells us how to move through certain spaces, how to view the 

artistic experiences on offer and take onboard the knowledge that emerges? 

The Museum invites the public to reflect on these and other questions put 

forward by the exhibition with five free Open Days (from 14 to 18 December). 

Poetic Intention is an exercise that allows us to explore the possibilities for 

breaking free from the institutional framework, offering a space for reflection 

and critique where the concept and the experience of ‘art’ are presented as 

https://www.macba.cat/ca/sobre-macba/premsa/roda-premsa-colleccio-preludi-programa-2023


emancipatory principles. Thus, a new storytelling is configured that 

encompasses absences and enables other discourses to emerge as common 

spaces and possible scenarios. The Museum as a place where works can ‘be’ 

and assert their own legitimacy. In this sense we find Updated (1997) by Pep 

Duran; I Want a President (1992–2018) by Zoe Leonard; Procession of Eight 

(2017) by Amalia Pica; and Humanitarian Aid (2008–22) by Núria Güell, among 

others. A very particular piece is A Wall (2022–24) by Luz Broto, which, 

extending across the Meier building, will welcome the public, while also closing 

the exhibition. A wall that will continue to be built until the last day of the 

show, blurring the limits between interior/exterior space, gallery/circulation 

space, past/future. The exhibition will generate specific activations, public 

programmes and workshops, while every six months some of the works will be 

changed, thus altering the initial narrative. It will therefore be an exhibition in 

constant mutation, a prelude to the next presentation at the end of 2024.  

The new 2022 acquisitions for the MACBA Collection, proposed by the 

Director and the Advisory Committee (Jessica Morgan, Director of ‘Nathalie de 

Gunzburg’, Dia Art Foundation; Naomi Beckwith, Deputy Director and Jennifer 

and David Stockman Chief Curator, Guggenheim Museum, New York; Pablo 

Lafuente, artistic co-director of the Museum of Modern Art, Rio de Janeiro; 

Shumon Basar, architect and writer, member of Thought Council, Fondazione 

Prada, London; and Martí Manen, Director of Index – The Swedish 

Contemporary Art Foundation, Stockholm; and Chris Dercon, President of the 

Réunion des musées nationaux – Grand Palais, Paris) for the purchase and 

deposit at the MACBA Foundation, are as follows: 

 

Bouchra Khalili: The Circle, production and acquisition ed. 1/5 (2023) 

Angela Ferreira: Talk Tower for Forough Farrokhzad (2021) 

Miguel Benlloch: 51 géneros ed. 4 + 1 AP (2005) 

Mari Chordá: Líquids (1966); Llàgrimes (1966) 

Coco Fusco: Your Eyes Will Be an Empty Word 5 + 2 AD (2021) 

Teresa Lanceta: Hospital, 56 (2019); Adiós al rombo (2012–13)  

Aurèlia Muñoz: set of 10 drawings 

Mirtha Dermisache: two drawings Untitled (1970)  

Alicia Fingerhut: set of 50 photographs 



Alfons Borrell: 15.XI.89 (1989)  

Allan Kaprow: Warm-ups Video ed. 1/6 + 2 AP (1975) 

 

This year’s purchases at ARCO, the video-art fair LOOP 2022 and the 

fundraising event of the Fundación Salir del MACBA, are as follows:   

María Teresa Hincapié: Vitrina ed. 5 + 2 AP (1989)  

Teresa Solar: two sculptures Tunnel Boring Machine 

Younes Ben Slimane: We knew how beautiful they were, these islands ed. 3 + 2 

AP 

Marta Skoczen: House Without a Key (2020) 

 

Also incorporated this year to the MACBA Collection are the following works from 

the Col·lecció Nacional d’Art Contemporani de la Generalitat de Catalunya: 

Lúa Coderch: Palau de vent (2021) 

Mireia Sallarès: Història potencial de Francesc Tosquelles, Catalunya i la por 

(2021) 

Erik Beltrán: La part abyssale (2012)  

Mari Chordà: Vulva (1968)  

Eva Fàbregas: Shedding #1 (2021) 

Dora García: Two Planets Have Been Colliding for Thousands of Years (2017)  

Claudia Pagès: Gerundi circular (2021)  

Pedro Torres: House of the Sun (2020)  

Oriol Vilanova: Reproduccions (2022)  

Oriol Vilapuig: Otranto Fanfarria (2019–22)  

Sinéad Spelman: Venes (2020) 

 

The following photographic works from the Col·lecció Nacional de Fotografia de 

la Generalitat de Catalunya have also become part of the Museum’s holdings:  

Jordi Mitjà: Retrat de l'artista adolescent (amb ull de vellut) (1991–2008) 

Fotoramblas: Retratos coloreados (c. 1960) 

Onofre Bachiller: Fotomatón Barcelona (1986/2000)  

Colita: set of 32 photographs shown at Caixa de Barcelona, as part of the 

exhibition Situació límit de la marginació de la dona (1985). 

 



In addition, the Col·lecció Nacional del Còmic i la Il·lustració de la Generalitat de 

Catalunya has loaned the original work by Francesc Capdevila MAX: Nosotros 

somos los muertos (1993). 

 

Some of the works are presented in the exhibition, including a number from the 

‘Barcelona City Council Open Call for the promotion of contemporary art 

creators’ (WORKS IN THE ANNEXE). The rest of the recently acquired works will 

be shown gradually as part of future presentations of the Collection and/or 

temporary exhibitions. 

 

Museums are the ideal place to bring contemporary conflicts to light, as will be 

seen in MACBA’s 2023 programme of temporary exhibitions. The 

internationally recognised artist Bouchra Khalili (Casablanca, 1975) will return to 

MACBA, where in 2015 she exhibited her piece Conversation Gardens. On this 

occasion, the exhibition Bouchra Khalili: Between Circles and Constellations, 

which will open in February, will bring together work from the last ten years, 

including film, video, installation, photographs and printed material. Shown for 

the first time in Europe, The Circle (2023), a video-installation produced by the 

MACBA Foundation in collaboration with the Sarjah Art Foundation and Luma 

Foundation, will examine and reactivate the legacy of the Arab Workers 

Movement and their theatre groups Al Assifa and Al Halaka in France during the 

1970s.The exploration of anticolonial struggles, postcolonial histories of 

liberation and solidarity and the focus on the political agency of people 

rendered invisible by the nation-state model of citizenship, which Khalili 

addresses in her work, will give way to the exhibition dedicated to Laura Lima 

(Minas Gerais, Brazil, 1971). Interested in social relations and the way in which 

human behaviour alters our perception of the everyday, this will be an unusually 

choregraphed retrospective exhibition featuring an adaptation of Balé Literal, a 

kind of living organism with all sorts of objects and people endlessly moving 

around, which was shown for the first and only time in 2019 at the crossroads 

outside A Gentil Carioca gallery in Rio de Janeiro. The work will be re-

interpreted at MACBA through a new installation that will transform the 

exhibition rooms into a large walkable space that functions non-stop. Thanks to 

a rudimentary mechanism created by the artist and activated by different 

people, the objects that will dance in this choreography will be produced 



especially for the occasion, while also acting as reminders of other works by the 

artist. This suggestive image of our wandering times will connect on a discursive 

level with the questions addressed in Corpus Infinitum, a project by Denise 

Ferreira da Silva and Arjuna Neuman. What does dislocating Western thought 

entail? What forms of knowledge can we learn or relearn through other 

cultures, time, space and form? In the collaborative cinematographic work of 

Denise Ferreira da Silva (Rio de Janeiro, 1963) and Arjuna Neuman (born on an 

aeroplane in 1984, he has two nationalities), the four elements – water, earth, 

fire and air – share an interconnected space in which time and value re-imagine 

knowledge and existence in a different way. The exhibition includes installations 

of their films to date.  

 

In the summer, Nancy Holt: Inside Outside will feature a selection of works 

from 1966 to 1992, including film, video, photography, concrete poetry, sound 

works, sculpture and room-sized installations, as well as drawings and 

documentation of her Land art. A central figure in the New York art scene, 

Nancy Holt (Worcester, Massachusetts, 1938 – New York, 2014) was a key 

member of the Earth, Land and Conceptual art movements, yet her work is far 

less known than that of her male peers, a situation this exhibition seeks to 

amend. This is the most ambitious presentation ever of her multifaceted 

artistic oeuvre, and it includes the spectacular Ventilation System, a playful 

sculpture covering several floors, both indoors and outdoors, in dialogue with 

the architecture of MACBA. In a similar way, many of the projects by Lydia 

Ourahmane (Saida, Algeria, 1992) relate to her immediate surroundings and 

feature objects loaded with social, political and experiential meaning. She is 

interested in spirituality, contemporary geopolitics, migration and the complex 

histories of colonialism. How can institutional structures be defied? How can 

artworks involve active and real protests? Lydia Ourahmane manages to bring 

the personal into the political field and the domestic into the field of history. In 

the autumn, a newly-commissioned work will be installed in the Tower of the 

Museum. 

 

This new installation by Ourahmane will reflect on and connect with the issues 

addressed in the first retrospective exhibition in Spain of the work of Daniel 

Steegmann Mangrané, born in Barcelona in 1977 and resident in Rio de 



Janeiro for the last fifteen years. A place, according to the artist, where he can 

always be in direct contact with the world’s most pressing needs, whether 

ecological, political or social, all of them subjects reflected in his work. 

Interested in exploring the complex interdependence of the organic world and 

human action, Steegmann also adopts the theoretical framework of the 

renowned anthropologist Eduardo Viveiros de Castro who argues against the 

false dichotomy between humanity and the animal world, by putting forward 

the notion that we are all part of a shared equilibrium and incorporating the 

paradigm of Amerindian perspectivism. The exhibition includes drawings, 

paintings, photographs, sculptures, films and installations from the late 1990s 

to the present.  

 

Revista Visual is part of a new series of small-format exhibitions that will 

explore the magazine as a space for critical thought. Curated by Juan Bufill, on 

this occasion the focus will be on VISUAL. Publicació de FILM VIDEO 

INFORMACIÓ (1977–78). Coordinated by Eugènia Balcells, Eugeni Bonet, Juan 

Bufill, Carles Hac Mor, Manuel Huerga, Ignacio Julià and Luis Serra, it did not 

aim to be a ‘cinema’ magazine but, as stated in the prologue of the second 

issue of the publication (1978), ‘a collection of information and study 

notebooks on the audiovisual world; obviously not from the perspective of the 

industry’. 

 

And finally, Collective Creation is a series of exhibitions curated by Elvira 

Dyangani Ose and María Berrios, new Director of Research and Conservation at 

MACBA. Embedded in the new transversality that articulates all the Museum’s 

proposals, the project will recover collective experiences that work and have 

worked on the production of the common. Focusing on processes of collective 

agency, it will reflect on the types of collectivity and activism that have 

generated, historically and in the present, the aesthetic, political, cultural and 

social forms that have ultimately created the institution. In some cases, the 

project will recuperate old case studies such as Laboratoire Agit’Art, a 

revolutionary artistic collective founded in Dakar, Senegal, in 1974, by a group 

of artists, writers and philosophers who took onboard a real, active critique of 

their country’s institutions; and Vídeo-Nou, a collective created in Barcelona in 

1977 by professionals from different fields, who promoted the use of video as 



a means of communication and a social, cultural, educational and informative 

tool of communal life, among other examples.  

Beyond the programme of exhibitions, yet sharing the same working ethos, the 

project Mobile Garden will also come to fruition. An exercise on actively 

listening, internally and externally, that was created a year ago by the 

Museum’s team and has gradually involved the rest of cultural agents that 

make up the diverse MACBA communities. This Possible Museum that was 

announced when the new Director was appointed, is now taking shape thanks 

to our meetings with different collectives. The process, which is constantly 

working on how to approach those tasks – not always visible – of the life of the 

Museum and its ecosystem, is beginning to bear fruit. With the aim of 

reflecting in depth on the established dynamics, only to subvert them, if 

necessary, our case studies go from the micro to the macro. An essential 

project for the future of MACBA will be this Mobile Garden, conceived as a 

communal space for those persons or groups who wish to have a place in 

which to develop projects that might be of benefit to the collectivity. MACBA 

offers a space in the Convent dels Àngels as a venue for this initiative. A space 

open to proposals for improving the city and the Museum. A communal space 

for the neighbourhood to develop whatever projects they deem necessary. As 

one more participating agent, the Museum offers to implement the social and 

guerrilla-type architecture of Recetas Urbanas who, together with other 

people in the city, will help to activate those initiatives that respond to 

consensual solutions to common necessities. Recetas Urbanas is a platform 

created in 1995 to promote responsible urbanism and to encourage users of 

urban spaces to demand that designers listen to their real needs. A socio-

communal centre in Cañada Real, Madrid, and the self-construction of a school 

dining room/conviviality area in Montequinto, Seville, are some of this 

collective’s projects that have inspired this initiative. In tune with the break 

away from the dramaturgy of the Museum proposed by the Collection, the aim 

of the Mobile Garden is not so much what, but how. In this sense, one of its 

main objectives is the co-responsibility of the users and a reflection on spaces 

of belonging and appropriation. And it is from this conceptual and active 

framework of constructing and disagreeing that MACBA wishes to grow. To this 

aim, this new space, self-managed by the neighbourhood’s collectives, will 

open in February. 



Where Are the Oases? the participants of the PEI Independent Study 

Programme will be asking. Jointly directed by Elvira Dyangani Ose, Kader Attia 

and Max Jorge Hinderer Cruz, this new edition will focus on decolonial practices 

and aspire to become a decentralised network and a tool for sharing knowledge. 

The programme will be run in collaboration with the Akademie der Künste der 

Welt in Cologne, and La Colonie in Paris. 

For the 2023 season, MACBA has a total budget of 12,831,366 €, including 

10,981,444 € from the public administrations that conform the MACBA 

Consortium and 1,849,922 from our own prospective income. Of the money 

provided by the public bodies, 10,796,585 € will be destined to the running 

costs of the Museum and 184,859 € to investments. Of the money destined to 

the running costs, a total of 2,225,590 € will be for activities, such as exhibitions, 

public programmes and educational projects, publications and communication. 

And finally, regarding visitor recovery and exhibition attendance, as well as 

participation in MACBA’s 2022 programme of activities, the chronological focus 

will refer back to data from previous years, in order to make an assessment 

beyond the unusual figures for 2020, the year of the pandemic. MACBA had 

357,029 visitors in 2019, 85,502 in 2020 and 194,541 in 2021. Based on the data 

until end-November, we have had around 210,000 visitors in 2022, a higher 

number than in 2021, while there remains one month until the end of the year, 

when the final figures will be published. 

 

MACBA 2023, a Museum that wants to be inhabited. 


